Abstract
Introduction
Now, the main video coding often use predictive coding, so the design of prediction structure is very important in video coding. Prediction structural design will not only affect the quality of video, the compression performance, will also affect the random read performance, fast decoding performance, scalability and parallelism, so it has been an important topic in MVC research, but also one of the focuses of this paper.
Reasonable prediction structure can effectively reduce the information redundancy in time domain, space information domain and inter viewpoint, to achieve higher compression efficiency. The most typical prediction structures are GOGOP prediction structure, sequence prediction structure, improved prediction structure, minimum cost tree structure and hierarchical B prediction structure [1] [2] [3] . The GOGOP [1] prediction structure presented by NTT laboratory in Japan, by setting multiple reference frame strategy in the Inter GOP, improve the random access performance, but because of the multiple I frame coding, the coding efficiency is not high, and the computational complexity is relatively high. Sequence structure prediction in paper [2] by using multiple reference frames, effectively reduces the time redundant information of intral view and reduce redundant space information between adjacent inter viewpoint, improves the coding efficiency to some extent but the random access performance, and is easy to cause error accumulation and error transfer. SIMULCAST, KS_IPP, KS_IBP, HBP. Merkle [3] from German HHI Institute studied the correlation of multi view video in the time direction and view direction, and design 4 kinds of MVC structure: SIMULCAST, KS_IPP, KS_IBP, and HBP. The results of the study indicate that, the direction selected as the best macro-block reference frame most times are as follows: time direction, view direction, temporal and inter view mixed direction. Comparing the prediction using inter view prediction to that without using of inter view prediction, the coding rate distortion performance is improved obviously. Considering the hybrid directional prediction of rate distortion performance is not improved much, and the complexity of multiple reference frames will increase the inter frame prediction coding, the mainstream multi-view coding prediction use only the time direction and view direction. Following Merkle, et al., proposed two prediction by using inter view correlation, respectively is AS_IPP and AS_IBP structure, which compared with KS_IPP prediction structure and KS_IBP prediction structure, the difference lies in whether there has the reference relationship between different point of view in the non anchor time, the latter has not. The experiments show that, the HBP coding predictive structure proposed by HHI based on the combination of time-domain prediction and inter view hierarchical B frame get higher coding efficiency, so it is selected as the reference prediction structure of MVC [4] by JVT.
For example, literature [5] presented a prediction structure based on minimum spanning tree, compared with the reference prediction structure, PSNR increased about 0.1 ~ 0.2dB. A new prediction structure designed by the literature [6] reduces the coding complexity by using two-way inter view prediction for non key frame of the enhancement layer, and by selecting the greater possible prediction direction using code information of basic viewpoint to identify the Macro-block moving slowly, but two-way inter view prediction of the non key frame will increase the encoding complexity. Some research group specially study the prediction relationship of coding time and inter view of MVC, and use the dependence of multi view video effectively.
Multi-view Video Coding Prediction Structure

Layered Frame B Prediction Structure
The multi-view video coding prediction structure adopts layered frame B structure. This structure was put forwarded by German HHI lab, and then it was accepted by JVT by its good coding performance and taken as standard reference prediction structure of JMVC. The frame type of multi-view video coding is the same as traditional single video which includes three types frame of frame I, frame P and frame B. Frame I adopts inner frame prediction, frame P adopts prediction among single direction frames, frame B adopts prediction among bidirectional frames. Figure 1 is time layered diagram of frame B prediction structure when GOP=12, we can get that this structure include a key frame (frame I or frame P) and several frame B. The picture is divided to different temporal layer (TL) according to time interval length of present frame and time reference frame, different color frames B stand at different time level, frame B at lower time layer can taken coded layer at higher time layer as reference. Supposing key frame is at the highest time layer, TL=0, frame B within one group GOP=12 can be divided to 4 layers, then T6 is B1, time layer TL=1, horizontal reference frames are T0 and T12; when T3 and T9 are B2, time layer TL=2, horizontal reference frames are T0, T6, T12; the diagram of TL=3 and TL=4 can be analogized like this.
Figure 1. Frame B Prediction Structure Time Layer Diagram
As layered coding makes picture coding and display to configure randomly, for key frame, the picture displays at front when coding comes front, for non-key frame, the picture is coded according to different time layer and displays to realistic order.
Typical Prediction Structure
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Figure 2. Typical Prediction Structure
SIMULCAST prediction structure coding takes no reference at vertical direction, view points are totally independent among each other, each point codes separately, and it is the simplest prediction structure. Although its random access performance is the best, the redundancy among points can't be deleted, so its data volume is big and coding efficiency is low; Compared with SIMULCAST, KS_IBP and KS_IPP add key frame prediction, which KS_IPP adds IPP prediction structure and KS_IBP inserts frame B in added view points prediction (it is called IBP..BP). That means each point key frame of KS_IPP at vertical direction will refer to the previous neighboring view point picture at the same time, even view point key frame of KS_IBP refer to previous even neighboring view point view at the same time, and odd view point (except V7) refer to neighboring two even point views at the same time, key frame of point V7 refer to V6 at the same time, these two coding efficiency have some improvement, but not quite obvious; The even view points coding of Hierarchical B prediction structure is the same with KS_IBP, key frame of odd view point (except V7) refer to neighboring even point views at the same time, non key frame not only refer to layered frame B structure at horizontal but also refer to neighboring even view point at vertical, key frame of point V7 refer to V6 at the same time. This largely increases coding efficiency but also make coding more complicated.
The research indicated that PSNR of Hierarchical B is about 3dB higher than Simulcast with good coding performance. Compression efficiency and coding complexity of KS_IBP and KS_IPP are among SIMULCAST and Hierarchical B.
Prediction Structure Evaluation Indicators
The prediction structure performance are evaluated by coding efficiency, decoding picture buffer zone, random access performance and coding-decoding complexity, among them coding efficiency is shown in PSNR under certain bit rate, coding complexity is shown in coding time, below are the introduction of meaning and calculating way of decoding picture buffer zone volume and random visit performance.
(1) Decoding picture buffer zone volume Decode Picture Buffer (DPB for short) is used to store reconstructed picture frame after decoding. As multi reference frames are introduced and multi-view video increase more frames, more spaces are needed for DPB to store reconstructed picture. In Hierarchical_IBP structure, view point numbers are 8, GOP=12, DPB volume is 32.
(2) Random visit performance Random Access (RA for short) is the key indicator to evaluate MVC prediction structure and major factor to design prediction structure; it is cost of visiting any video frame, and it usually use needed decoding reference frame number to evaluate. Good random access performance make user to view from any point freely.
JMVC Prediction Structure Analysis and Optimization
JMVC Reference Prediction Structure Analysis
JMVC takes Hierarchical B as reference prediction structure which is shown in Figure  2 (d). Compared with MVC coding in Simulcast structure, Hierarchical B structure coding efficiency is largely increased because of I/P frame non-basic view point coding and nonkey frame B neighboring view point prediction. Although it increases coding efficiency, it makes coding more complicated and random access more slowly, thus it is needed to improve JMVC prediction structure. This article mainly researches how to decrease coding complexity as much as possible at keeping view quality not decrease largely.
From Figure 1 Frame B time layered diagram, we can get that the interval between non-key frame and reference frame at different time layer is different, TL is bigger and time interval is shorter. Also we can get from Figure 1 that picture amounts at different time layer are different. When GOP=12, TL max=4, picture amounts of TL=0,1,2,3,4 are 1,1,2,4,4. Picture amounts of TL=3,4 are covered 33% of total separately, so two add can cover 66% of total amount. For frame B layered structure, TL is bigger, time interval is shorter, and then time relativity is much stronger. For view point prediction, as camera distance is fixed at shooting, the relativity between present coding frame and reference will not change with TL. Table 1 is the best reference picture distribution at different time layer, the statistic data comes from macro block amount ratio of present time prediction coding frame or among view prediction coding. From Table 1 we can find that above 75% best reference picture of Ballroom and Exit comes from time reference frame, as TL increases, referred time ratio is bigger and bigger, and referred view point ratio is smaller accordingly. When TL reaches max and referred time ratio reaches over 90%, except for view change, when the macro block number of point prediction coding reaches 0, only time prediction can be done here.
Reference Prediction Structure Optimization
From above analysis we can get the relativity of frame at different time layer and reference frame are different within a GOP. When TL is bigger, time interval between reference frame and present frame is smaller, the relativity is stronger, and time prediction is more accurate; Picture amount at different time layer are different too, TL is bigger and Picture amount is bigger. If we can use this difference efficiently to improve prediction structure, then the coder performance can be improved largely. So the article proposes prediction structure in Figure 3 :
For frame at TL=3 and TL=4, the time relativity is very strong, and picture amount ratio covers over 66%, if we don't tale view point prediction, but just time prediction structure, it can decrease calculation complexity and improve random access performance.
From Hierarchical B prediction structure diagram analysis we can get that even view point at vertical direction only add key frame reference, non key frame only has time prediction at horizontal direction, relativity among view points is not fully used. In order to reduce decreased coding efficiency from simplify prediction structure, view point prediction is increased to all points P non key frame at TL=1 and TL=2, that also means refer to last I/P point picture at the same time. As picture at TL=1 and TL=2 will be taken as point B's reference, if increase picture prediction accuracy of point P at these two time layers, it will reduce cumulative error transferred to point B and largely improve coding efficiency. Also picture amounts at TL=1 and TL=2 cover only 25%, which is less than 66% of picture amount at TL=3 and TL=4, It will not increase much coding complexity.
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The Experimental Configuration
The experiment adopts typical test sequences Ballroom and Exit provided by MERL, the test condition configuration is as shown in Table 2 . The version number of the public test platform of multi view video coding is JMVC8.5, the experimental platform is the Win8 64bit operating system, host configuration: memory 4GB (3.88GB available), Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-3227U CPU @1.90GHz. Table 3 and Table 4 gives the coding efficiency and coding complexity comparison of improved prediction structure (A) and JMVC prediction structure. The △PSNR shows the changes in average peak signal-to-noise ratio, △B shows a change in the average bit rate, △T shows the percentage change of encoding time, "+" means increase, "-" indicates reduced. The Table 3 and Table 4 show: for the Ball-Room sequence, regardless of the rate, the peak signal to noise ratio, or the coding complexity, the improved structure is obviously superior to the reference prediction structure, the bit rate is reduced by about 2%, the peak signal to noise ratio increased by 0.0027~0.0063, the encoding time is reduced by 5.23%~ 15.61%. But for the Exit sequence, compared to the reference prediction structure improved, the improved prediction structure gains better code rate and code complexity, yet the peak signal to noise ratio decreased a bit. The rate of peak signal to noise ratio reduces not more than 0.005dB, code rate reduces 0.6%~0.8%, the encoding time is reduced by 10.75%~14.19%.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Conclusions
This paper analysis the prediction structure based on layered B frame used by multi view video coding, introduces the common predictive structure, such as SIMULCAST, KS_IPP, KS_IBP and Hierarchical_IBP, and gives the evaluation index for prediction structure commonly used, and proposes a kind of improved prediction structure. The paper makes comparative analysis on the performance of encoding time, PSNR and code rate by experiment which uses the typical test sequences Ball-room and Exit provided by MERL on the multi view video coding test platform. The experimental results show that: the improved prediction structure showed better coding efficiency, coding complexity reduction is up to 15%, the better to improve the real-time performance of code.
